The argument form in question
We should start with what Ibn Sīnā calls the 'usual' ( cā da) form of proof by reductio ad absurdum (Qiyās [14] 410.13 ? ). He gives an example at (38) below: (1) Not not every C is a B Every C is a B Every B is an A Every C is an A (Not every C is an A)
? Not every C is a B Ibn Sīnā's description omits the premise 'Not every C is an A'. But we can see that it is needed in order to get a contradiction from 'Every C is an A', and in fact Ibn Sīnā does include the premise in his fuller analysis at (26). This is only one example. Ibn Sīnā was certainly well aware that reductio arguments can include many more steps than this. So it seems reasonable to assume that the syllogism from 'Every C is a B' and 'Every B is an A' to 'Every C is an A' is proxy for an arbitrarily complicated derivation, for example a derivation of from and a set of assumptions . Also Ibn Sīnā gives the form for proving a negated conclusion, and this allows him to remove a double negation at the top of the derivation. If the conclusion was not negated this step would be missing. So we have two general forms:
In modern formalisms we would mark that the assumption at top left is cancelled at the bottom step. But Ibn Sīnā had no conscious notion of cancelling assumptions. I have no idea whether any logician or mathematician of that date or earlier mentions any such notion; certainly I never came across it.
The double negation at top left deserves some discussion. Probably Ibn Sīnā wrote it that way because he reckoned that a reductio argument normally begins by assuming that something is false. But in any case he had no problems with deducing from ¬¬ . Not all logicians of his date had a sentence negation operator. But Arabic has one built in: laysa, which means 'It is not', and 'It is not the case that' at the beginnings of sentences. For safety I add that Ibn Sīnā's logic was a natural language logic, and with natural languages we always find some glitches. In the case of laysa there are some subtleties about scope when laysa is followed immediately by an existential quantifier, as Ibn Sīnā himself often points out with examples. But for present purposes that's a side issue.
On page 308 of the otherwise very excellent Oxford Handbook of Medieval Philosophy [21] Chris Martin remarks that Ibn Sīnā 'seems not to . . . note the possibility that [sentence negation] might be iterated'. In fact Ibn Sīnā explicitly iterates laysa at Qiyās [14] 93.13 and at Burhān [15] 190.15, and in both places he says that the double negation can be dropped. (See also Najāt [17] 30.12.) The manuscript text at Qiyās [14] 410.13 ? needs correction, but almost certainly it should read laysa laysa kullu; here laysa laysa is unambiguously an iterated sentence negation, and presumably it can be followed by an arbitrary sentence. Ibn Sīnā is saying precisely that this double laysa can be dropped. A moral is that one should never draw conclusions about Ibn Sīnā's logic from his work Išārāt [19] alone; it's too selective and quirky. But the fact that the one statement about Ibn Sīnā's logic in [21] is dubious speaks volumes about the state of scholarship in this area. We are still seriously short of commented translations of key texts.
Ibn Sīnā's analysis of the argument
Ibn Sīnā believes that when people write the argument (2) above, they normally mean something different. This is an example of a very general claim he makes, that we almost always mean more than we say, and that one task for logicians is to make explicit what we leave unspoken. We come back to this in section 4 below.
According to Ibn Sīnā, the assumption ¬¬ in the lefthand version of (2) carries through as far as , though it is normally not re-stated after it has first been introduced. So when we write , we really mean (¬¬ ! ) (as he says at Qiyās [14] 410.14f ? ). Presumably the assumption ¬¬ ! has to be added at all steps of the derivation that depend on the initial ¬¬ . At top left this allows us to replace the derivation of from ¬¬ by a single formula: (¬¬ ! ) (as he gives it at (23)). The 'impossible absurdity' represented by ? now resolves into a derivation of ¬ from (¬¬ ! ) and ¬ . This and analogous adjustments of the righthand version of the argument transform (2) into:
For convenience we can call (2) the surface forms and (3) the deep forms.
The passage from the surface to the deep form has two main effects, both of which Ibn Sīnā must have intended. The first is that there is no longer any issue of making assumptions; the entire derivation can be read as deductions from given facts. The second is that there are no longer any inferences from two contradictory premises and ¬ . Later we will discuss the reasons why Ibn Sīnā will have welcomed these effects.
What is logic?
We will need some facts about Ibn Sīnā's understanding of logic as a whole. This section and the next will summarise some of his main views; I have to ask the reader to take rather a lot on trust.
Logic is about meanings. More precisely it studies two main things about meanings. The first is how meanings can correctly be combined into compound meanings. The second rests on the fact that some meanings are sentence meanings, so that we can ask whether these meanings are 'known to be true'. Logic studies the correct rules which allow us to come to know the truth of a sentence meaning by deducing that meaning from the meanings of other sentences already known to be true. (Easterners [18] pp. 9f.)
Logic is not a device for introducing a new kind of mental activity. We do already combine meanings into compound meanings, and we do already deduce things from other things. Logicians aim to regulate these activities and verify that they have been carried out correctly; this kind of verification is called analysis. To do their job properly, logicians need to understand how humans do normally combine meanings and deduce things. Often a good way of describing a rule is to say what what would count as applying the rule correctly.
In fact humans don't operate directly on meanings. Meanings are too intangible, and humans need to represent them symbolically in order to keep track of the patterns formed by their combinations. (Ibn Sīnā says this at Madk al [13] 22.18, referring to the tartīb -internal structure, patterning -of meanings.) This is one of the main functions of language; in fact we need language just as much for reasoning in our own minds as we need it for communicating with each other.
Human minds have a piece of dedicated machinery, which Ibn Sīnā calls the bāl, for processing strings of symbols so as to perform deductions. For example one activity of the bāl which he mentions in a number of places is the following. Two sentences are fed into the bāl one after the other, and the bāl scans them to see whether there are any common elements between the two sentences. The bāl does this best, he claims, if the common element appears near the end of the first sentence and near the beginning of the second. At Qiyās [14] 410.2 ? below he suggests a name for this activity of finding common elements: idḡām. The name comes from linguistics and refers to the way in which similar sounds at the end of one word and the beginning of the next can be combined. (I translated it 'unification', taking a term from modern logic. You can find out more about idḡām by going to the internet and looking up the procedures of Qur'anic recitation.)
For some inferences, the bāl performs unification, cuts out the unified parts and recombines the remaining pieces of the sentences into a new sentence, which it outputs as conclusion. Ibn Sīnā describes inferences that work this way as 'recombinant' (iqtirānī). An example of a recombinant inference appears inside (1) above: the inputs are 'Every C is a B' and 'Every B is an A', unification finds B in both sentences, and the remaining pieces are reassembled as 'Every C is an A'. This illustrates one of the standard Aristotelian non-modal syllogistic moods. Ibn Sīnā calls syllogisms in these moods 'predicative' (h . amlī), because they use only the standard 'predicative' sentence forms 'Every B is an A', 'Some B is an A', 'No B is an A', 'Not every B is an A'. Every predicative syllogism is a recombinant inference, but Ibn Sīnā believes that the description in terms of unifying and recombining applies to some other kinds of inference too.
Ibn Sīnā notes that there are some valid inferences that are not recombinant. For example there is modus ponens; the conclusion of an application of modus ponens is not assembled from parts of both premises. Instead one premise is simply a duplicate (possibly negated) of part of the other premise, and then the conclusion is made out of what remains of the other premise (again possibly negated). Inferences of this kind are called 'duplicative'. The occurrences of modus tollens at the bottom of the inferences (3) are examples of duplicative inferences.
Internal structures of propositions
This section continues to report Ibn Sīnā's general views on language and logic.
Clearly the bāl will need to operate on the syntactic structures of the sentences fed into it. The syntactic structure of a sentence reflects the underlying structure of the compound meaning of the sentence; in short, syntax reflects semantics. But the semantics is more basic, since it is uniform across what Ibn Sīnā calls 'possible languages', whereas syntax can vary greatly from one language to another.
Ibn Sīnā says enough about sentence structure to allow us to build up a reasonably detailed picture; see for example [11] . He is talking about natural language, and the kinds of structure that he finds will be familiar to linguists. Briefly, a simple sentence meaning has two main parts, a noun meaning and a verb meaning. There is a third element of meaning whose primary role is to distinguish noun from verb. The rest of the simple sentence meaning consists of other meanings that are attached to one or other of these three elements. For example there is often a quantifier meaning attached to the noun meaning. Sentence negation and modality tend to attach to the 'third element'. Compound sentence meanings can be formed by attaching other elements to the sentence meaning as a whole.
Probably the most distinctive feature of Ibn Sīnā's logic is the role that he gives to the 'attached' elements. He has various names for them; one of the most general is 'conditions' (šurūt . ). Language is finite, but the range of things we may want to say is completely open-ended. Often we can build up the meanings that we need by making attachments. But for practical purposes this is not always necessary -in many cases we leave the attachments unstated, leaving them to be recovered from the context. That context includes the normal usage (isti c māl, cā da) of the relevant speech community.
Ibn In Ibn Sīnā's time there was a distinction between two schools of Qur'anic exegesis. The Z .ā hirists believed that the language of the Qur'ān should be taken at face value; how dare we interfere with what God has chosen to say to us? The Bāt . inists believed by contrast that all language has explicit and implicit features, and a serious appreciation of the Qur'ān has to undertake to reveal the implicit features in the text. Today's Salafists are in some sense successors to the Z .ā hirists, while successors of the Bāt . inists are more likely to be found in Shi'a Islam. Qur'anic exegesis is only a very minor element in Ibn Sīnā's logic, but the Z .ā hirist/Bāt . inist distinction can be read as a disagreement about language in general. So it's revealing that Ibn Sīnā several times describes his logical opponents as Z .ā hirists (Najāt [17] 12.14, Burhān [15] 52.11, Easterners [18] 36.12).
In the case of reductio arguments, the main suppressed element is the repetitions of the assumption 'If it is false that not p . . . '. What kind of evidence could Ibn Sīnā have had in mind to show that Arabic scientists suppressed repeated assumptions in this way? We needn't look far for an answer. Here for example is a literal rendering of a standard medieval Arabic text of Proposition 27 of Euclid Elements I:
When a straight line lies across two straight lines so that the two symmetrically-opposite angles are equal then the two lines are parallel. . . . Demonstration: If the two are not parallel then when they are both extended on one of the two sides, they meet. So we extend them on the side BD so they meet in a point K if that is possible, so the angle AHT external to the triangle KT H is greater than the internal angle KT H, as was proved in the demonstration of 16 of i, and this is absurd. (Codex Leidensis [2] 114-116)
The reductio assumption is introduced at the beginning of the Demonstration with an 'If' ('in) rather than a 'suppose' (li-yakun). As Ibn Sīnā says, this assumption is not repeated anywhere, but we can see that it's followed by a succession of steps and a change of sentence. Similar examples are easy to find.
Ibn Sīnā's method of analysis
Ibn Sīnā describes in his Autobiography how he proceeded when he used the tools of logic to check arguments. It's widely recognised that Ibn Sīnā is setting himself up as a paradigm here, not just describing facts about his past life. So the details matter. (5) I compiled a set of index cards for myself (literally 'between my hands'), and for each argument that I examined, I entered into the cards its syllogistic premises, their internal structure (tartīb), and what might follow from them. I took care of the conditions of its premises, until I had verified the point at issue. (Autobiography [20] pp. 26, 28; [6] pp. 27, 179) This translation combines the best features of the translations of Gohlman and Gutas. The text itself makes clear that Gutas is right (against Gohlman) in thinking that tartīb is about the structure of the premises, not the classification of syllogisms. But there was no need for Gutas to emend tartīb to tarkīb, given what we have already noted about the meaning of tartīb.
In (5) we have an outline of a methodology for analysis. Faced with a purported argument, we start the process of checking it by finding the propositions involved, and analysing them down to their structure. When the inner semantic structure of the propositions has been established, we can separate out the core of predicative propositions by identifying the noun, verb and quantifier, and the presence or absence of negation. We can then apply Aristotle's predicative syllogistics to tell whether the resulting stripped-down argument is 'productive' (i.e. valid). If it isn't, Ibn Sīnā reckons that a fortiori the original argument will not be valid either. (For example Qiyās [14] 325.8f.) The task of checking validity for predicative syllogisms is completely algorithmic.
If the stripped-down argument survives this test, the next step is to restore all the attachments that we stripped off, and see whether the validity survives. Ibn Sīnā describes this as 'taking care of the conditions' (murā cā tu l-šurūt . ); this phrase and variants of it appear often in Ibn Sīnā's writings, not only in logic. Since the class of possible conditions and attachments is open-ended, there is no prospect of having an algorithm that covers them all. In any case Ibn Sīnā clearly has no idea how one could prove the correctness of such an algorithm. So what can he do?
A methodology for going beyond Aristotle
Some points of method should be clear from what has already been said. The logician can't hope to analyse an inference if he or she doesn't know exactly what inference was intended. So it's essential to establish the suppressed but intended meanings as well as the explicit ones. For this a logician needs to be thoroughly familiar with the habits and conventions of the community in which the inference was produced. This is a matter of knowing the habits and conventions, not of following them. In fact when we make suppressed meanings explicit, we are precisely not following the community's usage.
Next, once we have settled what was meant, we need to put the minimum possible distance between ourselves and those meanings. Ibn Sīnā sometimes speaks of having the required meanings 'in our hands'. In (5) we saw him writing down the internal structures of the premises on index cards 'in his hands'. At Qiyās [14] 150.14 he attacks a certain procedure because it makes you 'abandon what you had in your hands'; it's revealing to see what this procedure was. The procedure involved asking whether a certain proposition was true in a certain situation. But, says Ibn Sīnā, the proposition (6) is true in situation S.
is a more complicated proposition than was. So if the logical properties of were not clear to start with, how can we hope to understand the logical properties of (6)? This argument suggests a global ban on metalogic.
The two quotations below endorse the point that an analysis of reductio arguments should stay at the level of the arguments themselves and not add new material. (7) . . . there is no need for any contrived and elaborate explanation, rounding it out with goodness knows how many syllogisms, in order to give an analysis of the complete form of the syllogism of absurdity. There is no need for the kind of lengthy exposition of [ The claim that Ibn Sīnā gives 'exactly the absurdity syllogism itself, no more and no less' is exaggerated, but we can see a grain of truth. The only changes that he makes are to bring to the surface a feature that was always intended. He adds no notions that are not in the intended argument itself.
Though he doesn't mention the point, I think we can infer that he would have used the same argument to condemn attempts to understand reductio ad absurdum in terms of a dialogue. For example De Morgan tells us:
The form in which Euclid argues, supposes an opponent; and the whole argument then stands as follows. "When X is Y, you grant that P is Q; but you grant that P is not Q. I say that X is not Y. If you deny this you must affirm that X is Y, of which you admit it to be a consequence that P is Q. But you grant that P is not Q; therefore" (etc. etc.) ([1] p. 5) This seems a classic example of a 'contrived and elaborate explanation'.
We know another thing that Ibn Sīnā certainly regarded as a barrier between our minds and the problem at hand. That is the use of artificial languages, or artificial conventions within our own language.
The points we have made here are largely negative, but they have a positive core that we will be able to expand below. To check that an inference is valid, where we have no calculus available to help us, our best hope is to sink ourselves in the inference and trust to our intuitions. As in any human science, we improve our grasp by repeating the move with a range of examples.
There is one major reservation that Ibn Sīnā makes to the general embargo on adding new ideas to the material being analysed. It has nothing specifically to do with reductio ad absurdum, but I should mention it because of its fundamental importance in Ibn Sīnā's general theory of logic. Ibn Sīnā observes that a logician has to use notions like (10) Meaning M occurs at position P in meaning structure S.
(For example 'M occurs as subject in proposition P '.) He takes the view that notions like (10) have to be bundled in with each separate meaning so as to make meanings accessible to logic. This approach makes some sense if you think in object-oriented terms with the meanings as objects. In those terms, Ibn Sīnā is saying that for purposes of logic, notions like (10) have to be added to the objects as 'methods'. A garbled version of this theory reached the Western Scholastics in the form of the doctrine that the subject of logic is 'second intentions'. The Scholastic doctrine seems to be largely the result of trying to understand Ibn Sīnā by reading Al-Fārābī and Ibn Rushd (Averroes) instead.
Why is the deep form valid?
Suppose we apply Ibn Sīnā's methods to analyse an argument by reductio ad absurdum. How will it go? One of the first steps will be to establish the intended structure of meanings. This is precisely what Ibn Sīnā reckons he has done with the deep form (3). Then given that structure, we need to test whether the inference steps in it are valid.
The modus tollens argument at the bottom of the derivation creates no problems. By Ibn Sīnā's time this was a well-accepted form of argument; Ibn Sīnā discusses it in detail at Qiyās [14] 395.8, under the name of the 'fourth standard duplicative mood'.
It's just as well for Ibn Sīnā that his deep form removes the inference step (11) , ¬ `?
at the bottom of the surface form. At Qiyās [14] 547.13f he claims that the bāl is incapable of accepting inputs of the form , ¬ . We needn't read him as saying that (11) is an invalid inference. More likely his point is that there doesn't seem to be any way of reading (11) as a real-life inference. Faced with premises and ¬ , our first reaction is to detach ourselves from the premises and observe that the two propositions are incompatible.
There is a problem with the formula at top left: 
If there is movement then there is movement; there is movement. Hence there is movement.
His preferred response is that if the conclusion of a syllogism has to be 'something different', then this example is not a syllogism. But he is perfectly happy to say that there are valid arguments that are not syllogisms; for example all valid one-premise arguments.
There remains the bulk of the derivation; it consists of a derivation supposedly already known to be valid, but augmented by attaching an assumption of the form 'If p then . . . ' all the way down one branch. So at each inference step on that branch we have a task of 'taking care of the conditions'. In the passage translated below, Ibn Sīnā gives no hint of how we should do this. But in fact he has already devoted two whole sections of Qiyās, vi.4 and vi.5, to a closely related question.
We can formulate the question as follows. Consider an operation ( ) that takes formulas to formulas. For which such operations do we have the following principle?
In vi.4 he claims that the principle (13) holds if the inference ⌘, `✓ is any of the standard Aristotelian categorical syllogistic moods and is either of the following two operations:
For this claim to be sensible, we have to suppose that the formulas and may carry an unquantified variable t. In fact Ibn Sīnā believed that if and are scientific statements then this is very often the case, with t a variable over times or situations. But his reasons for believing this are not relevant here. We should ask instead how he justifies his claim.
He aims to show that his claim is true by explaining how we can convince ourselves of it in particular cases. Here is a typical example (Qiyās This calls for some background. All the argument moods in Qiyās vi.4 are got by taking a valid predicative syllogistic mood and applying one of the above operations as in (13) and (14), where ⌘ can be either the first or the second premise. So consists of the other premise, which stays unchanged; Ibn Sīnā calls it the 'predicative premise'. In the example above, the underlying predicative mood is Cesare.
He offers two justifications of the argument form (15). The first is 'by converting the predicative premise'. This means: use the fact that 'No A is a D' says the same as 'No D is an A'. That changes the underlying predicative mood to Celarent; Ibn Sīnā has already considered this case at Qiyās [14] 326.12, where he considers it too trivial to deserve a detailed explanation.
The second justification is more useful to us. This appears as the argument (16). The first two lines of the argument simply repeat the premises of (15). The third line is a third premise, namely the mood Cesare written as an implicative formula. Ibn Sīnā often uses universal quantification over times or situations to indicate a necessary truth; the conclusion of Cesare follows necessarily from its premises. The fourth line is the conclusion of (15). So essentially all that Ibn Sīnā has done in (16) is to remind us of the underlying predicative syllogism.
What does he expect us to do with (16)? The conclusion doesn't follow from the three premises by any obvious sequence of rules that Ibn Sīnā has already described. Does he expect us to invent the rules? It would probably be a different sequence of rules for each underlying predicative syllogism. So it seems very unlikely that he expects this.
A more plausible answer is that he wants us to check that we believe Cesare, and then in the light of that, check that we find it convincing to add the prefix 'Whenever r' to one premise and the conclusion of Cesare. In other words, this is an appeal to intuition, strengthened by the fact that he expects us to check the same intuition in a lot of different cases.
Tarski was still using essentially the same approach in 1931 for a specific purpose which he describes as follows: (17) Si nous désirons acquérir la certitude subjective de la justesse matérielle de la déf. 10 et de sa conformitéà l'intuition, sans sortir du domaine des considérations strictement mathématiques, nous sommes contraints de recurrirà la voie empirique. (Tarski [22] p. 229) Briefly, Tarski wants to describe how we can come to accept a metamathematical principle with 'subjective certainty', using only methods from mathematics. Ibn Sīnā wants to bring us to subjective certainty in relation to a principle about inferences, using only the inferences themselves. In practice Tarski and Ibn Sīnā do pretty much the same thing: they both invite us to sample a number of instances and check that we are convinced that the higher-level principle is true of each instance that we sample. Tarski distinguishes this approach as 'empirical'; Ibn Sīnā has no special name for it because he rejects any other approach. (See [8] pp. 98, 111f for more comments on Tarski's 'voie empirique'.)
Whether or not Ibn Sīnā was relying on an 'empirical' approach in this sense, he certainly believed that (13) represented an acceptable logical rule, at least for the operations in (14). Of course it's possible that he believed that they only work when applied to predicative syllogisms, though he never suggests this and there is no obvious reason why this restriction should apply. The derivations in (3) use a slightly different , namely
Actually Ibn Sīnā is not at all systematic in distinguishing between 'Whenever' and 'If'. But in any case it's intuitively plausible that if the more complicated operations in (14) work, then so does this simpler one.
On Ibn Sīnā's proof principle
I leave it to the reader to check that the following principle holds for firstorder sequents in any standard calculus:
Suppose T a set of formulas and ⌘, ✓ are formulas. Let (p) be a first-order formula containing a propositional variable p which occurs only positively in (p) and doesn't occur in the scope of any quantifier on a variable free in some formula of T . If T, ⌘`✓ then T, (⌘)` (✓).
If Ibn Sīnā had understood quantifier scopes (which he quite certainly didn't, cf. [12] ), he could have applied this principle to his examples by insisting that any time variables in the 'predicative premise' use a different letter from t. He did anyway believe that special steps need to be taken if we want 'indeterminates' to correlate between different propositions. But one among several reasons for not ascribing the principle (19) to Ibn Sīnā himself is that he seems to have no understanding of positive and negative occurrences. This comes to light in several ways. First, Ibn Sīnā totally lacks anything like the rules of distribution; these notions, which became popular and influential in the West, rest on the distinction between positive and negative occurrences. Second, in Qiyās vi.5 he tries to apply (13) to some kinds of operation where the positivity condition fails. For example he has a stab at making (13) work with
Of course this is hopeless without strong ad hoc assumptions, which he duly provides.
In some notes on the web [10] I proved a completeness theorem for a first-order calculus where the principle (19) does most of the hard work.
Not considered here
In these notes I concentrated on clarifying Ibn Sīnā's analysis of reductio arguments and putting it into context within his own works. This has left no space for the following, which somebody (not necessarily me) should look at. 2. Who is under attack? Ibn Sīnā's section mentions three other approaches to analysing reductio arguments, and rejects them. There are indications that the third approach may be Al-Fārābī's, not necessarily reported fairly. There is a curious point here, that both Aristotle and Ibn Sīnā himself in their treatments of modal syllogisms seem to make exactly the mistake that Ibn Sīnā condemns in this author. I have no idea where the other two approaches come from.
3. Nonmonotonicity. At Qiyās [14] p. 240 Ibn Sīnā observes that counterfactual arguments have a kind of nonmonotonicity, in the sense that some counterfactual assumptions make it unreasonable to draw consequences from some known facts. He is aware that this causes a problem for reductio ad absurdum in scientific contexts, and he suggests that scientists can put a sort of mental clamp on statements to prevent them being overruled by counterfactual assumptions (Qiyās [14] 274.13). The details need to be clarified. So does the relationship to the Western Obligationes. Ibn Sīnā has some further discussions of reductio ad absurdum, but so far I have found nothing interesting in them.
4. The logical strength of (19) . The fact that we can build a complete first-order calculus around the principle (19) indicates that this principle manages to break through several logjams that obstructed the progress of Aristotelian logic. For example by iterating it we can apply logical manipulations at any syntactic depth within a formula. Notoriously this was impossible in Aristotelian calculi ( [9] ). It may be significant that in Grundgesetze I [3] §14 Frege observes (in our notation) that modus ponens ( ! ), ` generalises to ( ! ), ` ( ) where
Also the use of (19) to cover the making and resolving of assumptions shows how it can bypass the 'local formalising' tendencies of Aristotelian logic ([9] again).
Translation of Ibn Sīnā, Qiyās viii.3
This translation follows the Cairo text, except for textual emendations recorded in the notes that follow. The paragraph numbering is mine. I am very much in debt to Amirouche Moktefi who checked and improved the translations, but any errors should be blamed on me.
viii.3 Proof by contradiction
The syllogism of absurdity is really a compound syllogism formed 408.4 from just two propositional syllogisms. Thus, if the goal is a predicative proposition -this is the case which is investigated in the [Prior] Analyt-408.5 ics -then the conclusion is this predicative [proposition] . But the [compound] syllogism itself will be a propositional one and won't contain a predicative syllogism, at least when it is put in the natural and convenient way. Of the two propositional syllogisms in it, the first is recombinant and has a premise consisting of a meet-like propositional compound with overlapping antecedent and consequent. The second [of the two propositional syllogisms] is a propositional meet-like duplicative syllogism. In this form the [syllogism of] absurdity is complete -there is no need for any contrived and elaborate explanation, rounding it out with goodness knows how many syllogisms, in order to give an analysis of the complete form of 408.10 the syllogism of absurdity. There is no need for the kind of lengthy exposition of [this syllogism] that one finds in the textbooks.
[8.3.2] The right way to look at it, which is how the the First Teacher 408.12 approached it, is as follows. Suppose for example that we take the goal to be (22) Not every C is a B.
Now we say:
(23) If the sentence 'Not every C is a B' is false, then every C is a B.
Then we add to it a true premise:
(24) Every B is an A.
We have here one of the recombinant syllogisms that we counted as propositional, with the conclusion 408.15
(25) If the sentence 'Not every C is a B' is false then every C is an A. This is plain sailing.
[ 8.3.3] This compound syllogism in its complete form consists of two 409.3 syllogisms. Each of the syllogisms has a premise that is a propositional compound. The first of these two [premises] takes the same form regardless of the topic, in the sense that its first clause expresses that the goal is false and its second clause is the contradictory negation of the goal. In the second 409.5 [of these two premises], the first clause always takes the same form, but the form of the second clause varies. In fact its first clause expresses that the goal is false. But its second clause takes whatever form follows if we take as premise pair the contradictory negation of the goal and the [given] true premise. One kind of premise pair entails a predicative sentence; [this is used] when the goal is predicative. Alternatively the premise pair entails a propositional compound, when the goal was a propositional compound. is what has to be proved. One of them goes to great trouble to find a syllogism which brings together the second clause and impossibility. He says:
(34)
The second clause and something true combine to make a syllogism that proves an impossibility; so the conjunction of the second clause and a truth is an impossibility.
Then he produces a syllogism that proves the minor premise, and he says:
The second clause combines with etc. etc. to make a syllogism which proves an impossibility; what we get by combining it with etc. is a syllogism which proves an impossibility. So the second clause combines with a truth to give a syllogism that proves an impossibility. This is after unification of the premises has taken place! It takes him a lot 410.1 of elaborate explanation and lengthy discussion to get to the impossibility. This conclusion is an impossibility, so [the impossibility] comes either from the major premise, or from the minor, or from the premise-pair.
Then he uses a duplicative argument: it doesn't come from the premisepair, and this implies that it comes either from the major premise or from the minor. Then he uses another duplicative argument: it doesn't come from the major premise, since the major premise is true, so this implies that it comes from the minor premise. Then he says: the minor premise is impossible, and this implies that the contradictory negation of the second clause is true and the contradictory negation of the first clause is true. But all of these kinds of mutilation, and [these] things that are hidden and not explicit, lengthen the discussion but give us no new information. [By contrast] the account we have given is exactly the absurdity syllogism itself, no 410.10 more and no less. If [it's not the case that] not every C is a B, then every C is a B. But every B is an A, so every C is an A, and this is impossible. Hence [not] every C is a B.
Thus when one says "so every C is an A", this means 410.15
(39) If [it's not the case that] not every C is a B, then every C is an A.
[In other words,] if the case is as we described, then every C is an A. And his statement "This is impossible" means (40) Not every C is an A.
-which duplicates the contradictory negation of the second clause [of (39)]. So the usual style agrees with our analysis of the absurdity syllogism.
[8.3.8] The phrase 'syllogism of absurdity' means a syllogism in which 411.1 the argument reaches an impossibility, so the word 'absurdity' (k alf ) refers to impossibility. Some people say that the syllogism of absurdity is called k ulf. These people are out of line; k ulf is just about promises. Also some
